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ABORIGINAL HEALTH

Baby business / Jasmine Seymour / WA 399 SEY

BABY NAMES

100,000 baby names / Bruce Lansky / Z 695 LAN
Best baby names 2020 / Siobhan Thomas / Z 695 THO

BREASTFEEDING

100 questions and answers about breastfeeding / Cadwell, Karin / WS 125 CAD
Breastfeeding - naturally: the Australian Breastfeeding Association’s guide to breastfeeding - from birth to weening / WS 125 BRE
Breastfeeding: using a breastfeeding supplementer / Australian Breastfeeding Association / WS 125 BRE
Breastfeeding: twins, triplets and more / Australian Breastfeeding Association / WS 125 BRE
Breastfeeding: when your baby refuses the breast / WS 125 BRE

Breastfeeding: women and work / WS 125 BRE

Eat to feed: 80 nourishing recipes for breastfeeding moms / Eliza Larson / WS 125 LAR

**DISABILITY**

Life as Jamie knows it: an exceptional child grows up / Michael Berube / WS 107 BER

**GENERAL WOMEN’S HEALTH**

Awareness heals: the Feldenkrais method for dynamic health / Steven Shafarman / WE 103 SHA

Awareness through movement: easy-to-do health exercises to improve your posture, vision, imagination, and personal awareness / Moshe Feldenkrais / WE 103 FEL

Bare: a 7-week program to transform your body, get more energy, feel amazing, and become the bravest, most unstoppable version of you / Susan Hyatt / WB 400 HYA

I'm fine (and other lies): postnatal depression, motherhood, and trying to actually be fine / Megan Blandford / WQ 500 BLA
**GRIEF & LOSS**

The baby loss guide: practical and compassionate support with a day-by-day resource to navigate the path of grief / Zoe Clark-Coates / BF 575 CLA

The brink of being: talking about miscarriage / Julia Bueno / WQ 225 BUE

**BED REST**

Kisses in your heart / Sonia Bestulic / WB 545 BES

**MULTIPLES**

Understanding your multiples [videorecording]: a guide to pregnancy, birth & beyond / WQ 235 UND

**NEWBORN**

After the first six weeks: the tried-and-tested guide that shows you how to have a happy, healthy and restful first year with your baby / Cathryn Curtin / WS 420 CUR

How big is our baby? / Smriti Prasadam-Halls / WS 105.5.F2 PRA

**NICU**
The first breath: how modern medicine saves the most fragile lives / Olivia Gordon / WS 420 GOR

**PARENTING**

Baby massage: proven techniques to calm your baby and assist development / Peter Walker / WS 113 WAL

Becoming us: 8 steps to grow a family that thrives / Elly Taylor / WS 105.5.C8 TAY

Becoming us: the couple's guide to surviving parenthood and growing a family that thrives (the journey edition) / Elly Taylor / WS 105.5.C8 TAY

Coping with two: a stress-free guide to managing a new baby when you have another child / Simone Cave / WS 105.5.F2 CAV

Cribsheet: a data-driven guide to better, more relaxed parenting, from birth to preschool / Emily Oster / WS 105.5.F2 OST

How to raise successful people: simple lessons for radical results / Esther Wojcicki / WS 105.5.C3 WOJ

It takes two to talk: a practical guide for parents of children with language delays / Elaine Weitzman / WS 105.5.C8 WEI

Potty training magic: the fun way to go nappy-free fast / Amanda Jenner / WS 113 JEN

Raising girls: in the twenty-first century / Steve Biddulph / WS 105.5.F2 BID

Raising resilient kids / WS 105.5.F2 RAI
Second baby book: how to cope with pregnancy number two and create a happy home for your first newborn and new arrival / Sarah Ockwell-Smith / WS 105.5.F2 OCK

Second child: everything you need to consider to help you decide, plan for and enjoy a second child / Susan Moore / WS 105.5.F2 MOO

The book you wish your parents had read (and your children will be glad that you did) / Philippa Perry / WS 105.5.F2 PER

The conscious mother: a simple guide to self-awareness, authenticity, confidence and connectedness / Kirstin Bouse / WS 105.5.5F2 BOU

The day-by-day baby book: all the information you need for the first year of your baby’s life / Lionel Lubitz. / WS 103 DAY

The feel good guide to menopause / Nicola Gates / WP 580 GAT

The new manhood: love, freedom, spirit and the new masculinity / Steve Biddulph / WS 105.5.F2 BID

The parenting toolkit: simple steps to happy & confident children / Caroline Penney / WS 105.5.F2 PEN

PREGNANCY & BIRTH

Better late than never baby: becoming a mother later in life / Serena Kirby / WQ 240 KIR

Having a baby – Urdu / WQ 150 HAV URD
My first pregnancy: your complete guide to a healthy, happy pregnancy / Joanna Girling / WQ 150 MYF
My new baby / WS 105.5F2 FUL
My pregnancy / Joanna Girling / WQ 150 GIR
Natural birth in a nutshell: the no frills guide to pregnancy and birth / Caroline Murray / WQ 152 MUR
Pregnancy for men: the whole 9 months / Mark Woods / WQ 150 WOO
Pre-natal yoga [videorecording]: your expert guide to yoga during pregnancy / Tamsenne Grogan / WQ 175 GRO
The positive birth book: a new approach to pregnancy, birth and the early weeks / Milli Hill / WQ 152 HIL
The science of pregnancy: the complete illustrated guide from conception to birth / Dr Sarah Brewer / WQ 150 BRE
Up the duff 2020 edition: the real guide to pregnancy / Kaz Cooke / WQ 150 COO
Wanted: a journey to surrogacy / Carolina Robbiano / WQ 208 ROB
Why induction matters / Rachel Reed / WQ 440 REE
Your birth plan: a guide to navigating all of your choices in childbirth / Megan Davidson / WQ 300 DAV
Your complete vegan pregnancy: your all-in-one guide to a healthy, holistic, plant-based pregnancy / Reed Mangels / WQ 175 MAN
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